Content

The toolkit consists of several, interrelated elements.

▶ Women on the move: Churches in ongoing re-formation
▶ Her-stories
▶ Guiding questions
▶ Women in theology.

We are looking for further contributions.

To be developed:

▶ A map—with images of women
▶ An example of a story
▶ A timeline—what will happen in 2014, 2015, 2016 and 2017?
▶ How to get involved—one sheet with names (emails) of the regional and global steering groups; WICAS secretary
▶ A network image/ritual—a circle of sisterhood ritual—praying for each other, mutual support liturgy
▶ A contextual Bible study—that can be used in the groups to motivate women to tell their own stories
▶ A guiding tool—to organize women’s dinners, or a rereading of Katharina’s kitchen—theological discussions around the table
▶ Family card game
▶ Audio visual materials
▶ A card game (each card represents a wish)
▶ Fundraising—proposals for a “solidarity fund for women” to support women’s work in the churches to develop initiatives to empower women in the fields of economics, theological studies, education, overcoming violence, etc. The allocation of funds should be in line with LWF standards.